Robert Riddell Heritage Prize

The Robert Riddell Heritage Prize was established in 2016 by Professor Emeritus Robert Riddell.

The main purpose of the Prize is to recognise the student who produced the best work in the field of heritage in the School of Architecture and Planning in an academic year. Heritage is understood to encompass the natural and cultural, and the awarded work will reinforce an understanding of its importance and how it can be preserved and conserved.

Selection process

- Nomination is made to the Scholarships Office.
- The award will be made by the University of Auckland Council upon the recommendation of the Head of the School of Architecture and Planning

Regulations

1. The Prize will be known as the Robert Riddell Heritage Prize.
2. The value of the Prize will be $1,000.
3. The Prize will be awarded annually to the student who achieves the highest mark in either URBPLAN 302 or ARCHGEN 750 (or equivalent over the duration of the award) and who demonstrates an understanding of heritage and advances its preservation and conservation, as evidenced in the student’s coursework and tutorial participation.
4. The award shall be made by the University of Auckland Council upon the recommendation of the Head of the School of Architecture and Planning (or nominee).
5. In the event of a tie, the Head of the School of Architecture and Planning will determine, in consultation with the Programme Director of Urban Planning if the Prize may be shared.
6. The University of Auckland Council has the power to amend or vary these regulations provided that there is no departure from the main purpose of the Prize.